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asking him questions, with one polling to make a joke. I am told the results of our poll show
this question of Owen Jones' is not acceptable Chris Grayling Chief Whip Damian Jones didn't
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had made a great point – until they realised that he didn't actually know what the first rule of

politics was. So Jones, clearly oblivious to the fact he wasn't asking a question, thought he had
done an excellent job. Cue a very amusing – and most of all, unscripted – answer from Mr

Cameron. Related Articles "I am told the results of our poll show this question of Owen Jones'
is not acceptable," he said. It was a typically pithy answer from the PM, but not everyone was

happy. Damian Thompson, the Tory MP who raised the issue of gay ministers, can be seen
sniggering at the corner of the audience. Another row erupted when Mark Reckless suggested
schools should expel pupils for being gay. Chris Grayling, the Conservative Party's chief whip,

intervened to suggest he'd heard the question from a number of audience members
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